Limerick Leader

Limerick Must Make a Special Effort

(by "SPECTATOR")

McNamara joins his brother Des on the Cork team against Galway (2.45 p.m.) at the Markets Field. He played for the British Army in Westaway and may yet play in the future.

Flaherty is a point to the top, and effort is needed to make up the lower; across the team led at the halfway stage on to win the League title.

North Munster Chess Championship

Mr. Robert O'Leary, of Limerick, has been chosen as captain of the Munster team which will play against Leinster in the Championship. The match is due to take place on Saturday, December 14th.

Schools Rugby Player Was "Sub" For Ireland!

A player with a record of provincial drawers, he has been called up for Ireland in a recent provincial game. He played for the Munster team and was noted for his throwing and kicking.

Announcement

23 Catherine St.

LIMERICK JUNCTION

It's good to travel - by}

Minister's Strong Warning Against Costly Hospitals

What he described as a somewhat modern tone which circumstances coerced him to adopt, was contained in the address of the Talmud and Minister for Health, Mr. Sean MacBride, when, in his opening of the new £10,000 Regional Maternity Hospital at Leafield today, he warned hospital authorities and committees that building, services, and equipment must be kept down to a bare minimum and that no elaborate schemes will be sanctioned.
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C.I.E. Under Fire

Shannon to Be H.Q. of Junior Chamber of Commerce

Result of Singer Case Expected to-night

Requiem Mass for Congo Dead

Young Boy Injured

Both Injured and Car Wrecked

Vote of Sympathy